supported by

the
The Stegosaurus is the most famous dinosaur from a group
known as Stegosauria. They were all herbivores (plant-eaters),
with rows of unique bones that developed into plates and
spines along their back and tail. Stegosaurus is thought
to be the dumbest dinosaur and had a very small
brain, about the size of a walnut!

supported by

MATT the
MEGALOSAURUS
Megalosaurus was a large, carnivorous (meat-eating) dinosaur
that lived about 181–169 million years ago. Megalosaurus
walked on two powerful legs. It had a strong but short neck,
and a large head with very sharp teeth. It had a massive tail,
a bulky body, heavy bones and its toes also had sharp claws.
Its arms were short and it had three-fingered hands with
sharp claws. Megalosaurus was up to 30 feet long,
10 feet tall, and weighed about 1 tonne.

supported by

GARY the
GIGANOTOSAURUS
The longest carnivorous (meat-eating) dinosaur discovered is
Giganotosaurus, a 45 feet long dinosaur, who weighed about
8 tonnes and stood at 12 feet tall. It walked on two legs,
had a brain the size of a banana, and had enormous jaws
with 8 inch long serrated teeth in a 6 feet long skull.
Giganotosaurus was big, strong and fast!

supported by

SARAH the
SPINOSAURUS
Spinosaurus may have been the largest meat-eater ever to walk
the Earth. At a jaw-dropping 17 meters long and weighting
up to 20 tonnes, it was a mighty dinosaur. Spinosaurus had
a long narrow skull very similar to a crocodile’s. Spinosaurs
lived and hunted in both water and land, just
like crocodiles do today.

supported by

EILIDH the
EDMONTOSAURUS
Edmontosaurus was a large herbivorous (plant-eating) dinosaur.
It had short arms, a long, pointed tail, with three-toed hoofed
feet and mitten-like hands. Its head was flat and sloping with
a wide, toothless beak, cheek pouches, and hundreds of
closely-packed teeth that ground up its food. It was about
42 feet long and may have weighed up to 3.5 tonnes.
Edmontosaurus was a slow-moving dinosaur with very
few defences against predators.

supported by

KATIE the
KENTROSAURUS
Kentrosaurus measured up to 17 feet long and weighed
about 2 tonnes. Its skull was long and narrow, with a toothless
beak and small teeth. Its head was carried close to the ground.
It had hoof-like claws on its toes. Kentrosaurus had two rows
of bony plates that were embedded in its back. It had a
very small but long brain and a great sense of smell.

supported by

LAURA the
LESOTHOSAURUS
Lesothosaurus was a small, lightly-built dinosaur. It was
a herbivore (plant-eater) and a fast, agile runner. It was small
and lizard-like, about 3 feet long. Lesothosaurus walked on
two long legs, had four-toed feet, five-fingered hands, short
arms, a long pointed tail and a flexible neck. Its head
was short and flat with large eyes and it had sharp
and pointed front teeth.

supported by

GUS the
GIRAFFATITAN
Giraffatitan was a massive plant-eating dinosaur that lived in
Africa. It was closely related to Brachiosaurus (which lived in
North America). Giraffatitan was very large and heavy. It grew
to around 75 feet long, and weighed around 89 tonnes.
Giraffatitan's front limbs were longer than its back limbs
and this, together with its long neck, allowed it to
eat leaves from the top of very tall trees.

supported by

CRAIG the
CAMARASAURUS
Camarasaurus was a long-necked, long-tailed giant herbivore
(plant-eater), measuring from about 24 to 65 feet long and
15 feet tall, weighing up to 20 tonnes. It had a small, long head
with a blunt snout and spoon-shaped teeth. Camarasaurus
fossils have been found in groups with both adult and young
together. This suggests that Camarasaurus travelled in
herds and that Camarasaurus adults were caring
and looked after their young.

supported by

KATE the
KRITOSAURUS
Kritosaurus was a herbivore (plant-eating) dinosaur that lived
in North America, and possibly South America, during the late
Cretaceous period, about 73 million years ago. Kritosaurus
adults were about 30 feet long, about 23 feet tall, and
weighed perhaps a little over 2.5 tonnes.

supported by

AMANDA the
ALLOSAURUS
Allosaurus were big, mean killing machines that reigned
supreme during the late Jurassic period. They were the most
common huge predators 140 million years ago, reaching an
impressive 12 meters in length and weighing up to 4 tonnes.
These carnivorous (meat-eating) dinosaurs could rip and
tear chunks out of the large plant-eating
stegosaurus of the time.

supported by

NICOLA the
NOTOCERATOPS
Notoceratops walked on four sturdy legs, had a large head,
a bulky body, a parrot-like beak, cheek teeth, and a small
frill on its head. It may have been a herding animal
and a herbivore (plant eater), and probably laid eggs.
Notoceratops walked on four short legs – it was a
relatively slow-moving dinosaur!

supported by

ANDREW the
ALBERTOSAURUS
Albertosaurus was a relative of Tyrannosaurus rex. Albertosaurus
walked on two legs and had a large head with very sharp teeth.
It had two-fingered hands on short arms and its long tail
provided balance and allowed quick turning. It had powerful
back legs with clawed, three-toed feet but was a slow-moving
dinosaur. Albertosaurus was about 30 feet long and
11 feet tall, and weighed up to 3 tonnes.

